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Bill Severn's Complete Book of Magic
Here in one volume are two classic practical guides for modern witches: Magic for the Aquarian Age and Experiments in
Aquarian Magic. Magic for the Aquarian Age is a contemporary manual that unwraps the secret of the inner you, the
submerged part of yourself that has the power to completely transform your life. Filled with techniques for getting ready to
practice the magical art, it is a textbook that is adapted to contemporary needs. It also includes exercises and techniques
designed to awaken perceptions and senses that have been blunted by modern life. "an absolute gem of a book, written by
one of England's foremost authorities on occultism." —Insight Experiments in Aquarian Magic is a guide that draws on the
ageless store of magical knowledge so that you can make use of its power and life expanding techniques. Included here is
information about vision journeys, healing, creating a magic temple, time travel, talismanic magic, and much more. With
Green as your guide and with perseverance and reverence to all powers and life-forces you encounter, the door to magical
experience will open before you!

Cassandra Eason's Complete Book of Spells
Magic with no holds barred! Here is the definitive work on the history, ritual, and powers of the ancient art of voodoo from
the earliest times to the present, offering complete details on the closely kept secrets of man's most exotic and powerful
form of magic.
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Witchcraft
Mansions of the Moon for the Green Witch
The keyword of this book is practicality. It is intended for those who want to practice magic without having to read long
theoretical books. The Ultimate Book of Magic and Witchcraft allows you to use magic immediately after opening it.

The Complete Book of Spells, Curses, and Magical Recipes
The book explains how to make your own incenses, oils, ointments, inks, tinctures, herb baths, bath salts, brews, ritual
soaps and powders.

The Complete Book of Fairies
Designed to help parents to take charge of their home, offers tips on how to recognize six types of testing and manipulating
behavior and how to constructively handle misbehavior at home and in public.

Llewellyn's Complete Book of Ceremonial Magick
The author of the popular Green Witchcraft series presents her personal Book of Shadows, designed for you to use just as
she uses it-as a working guide to ritual, spells, and divination. This ready-made, authentic grimoire is based on family
tradition and actual magical experience, and is easily adaptable to any tradition of Witchcraft. Grimoire for the Green Witch
offers a treasury of magical information- rituals for Esbats and Sabbats, correspondences, circle-casting techniques, sigils,
symbols, recitations, spells, teas, oils, baths, and divinations. Every aspect of Craft practice is addressed, from the purely
magical to the personally spiritual. It is a distillation of Green practice, with room for growth and new inspiration. 2004
COVR AWARD 1ST RUNNER-UP

The Complete Book of Aquarian Magic
Examine the infinite variety of charms and fetishes found in every civilization, from the distant past to the present. Learn
the entire history of these tools, their geography, how they are part of each man and woman's search for connection with
spiritual forces, and how to make and use them. Loaded with hundreds of illustrations, this is the ultimate reference guide.
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The Complete Book of Voodoo
Have you met every one of the Rainbow Magic fairies? If not, now you can! Packed with secret facts and profiles of every
fairy in Fairyland, this magical guide contains everything you ever wanted to know about the Rainbow Magic fairies.

The Complete Book of Amulets & Talismans
With this accessible guide by one of the most popular Wicca authors today, even beginners can perform Wiccan spells to
enhance their lives--and the lives of those they love. From thousands of potential spells, 50 of the most important are
distilled into three key categories: love and relationships (such as "Spare Key Spell for Spiritual Connection"); prosperity
("Job Interview Success Spell"); and health and well-being ("Anxiety Calming Spell"). A section on divination and spellwork
involves essential oils, moon phases, and homemade ingredients.

A Complete Book of Magic Science
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft has influenced and guided countless students, coven initiates, and solitaries around
the world. One of modern Wicca's most recommended books, this comprehensive text features a step-by-step course in
Witchcraft, with photographs and illustrations, rituals, beliefs, history, and lore, as well as instruction in spellwork,
divination, herbalism, healing, channeling, dreamwork, sabbats, esbats, covens, and solitary practice. The workbook format
includes exam questions at the end of each lesson, so you can build a permanent record of your spiritual and magical
training. This complete self-study course in modern Wicca is a treasured classic—an essential and trusted guide that
belongs in every Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork by one of the great Elders of the Craft. Raymond Buckland has
presented a treasure trove of Wiccan lore. It is a legacy that will provide magic, beauty, and wisdom to future generations
of those who seek the ancient paths of the Old Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of Magical Rites from the Crystal Well "I read
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft with much pleasure. This book contains enough information and know-how for all
approaches: the historical, the philosophical, and the pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as much for the armchair enthusiast
as for the practicing occultist."—Marion Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of Avalon "Never in the history of the Craft has
a single book educated as many people, spurred as many spiritual paths, or conjured as much personal possibility as
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft."—Dorothy Morrison, author of The Craft

The Complete Book of Demonolatry Magic
This thoroughly researched, profusely illustrated book explains how people in all societies through the ages have used sex
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magic to improve their love lives and their money luck. Sex magic, when properly invoked, holds a surprisingly strong
promise that the practitioner's wishes will be granted.

A Tale of Magic
"Abandon all hope ye who enter here."

The Wisdom of Crowds
An underemployed, skateboarding party animal, Colby Buzzell traded a dead-end future for the army--and ended up as a
machine gunner in Iraq. To make sense of the absurd and frightening events surrounding him, he started writing a blog
about the war--and how it differed from the government's official version. But as his blog's popularity grew, Buzzell became
the embedded reporter the Army couldn't control--despite its often hilarious efforts to do so. The result is an extraordinary
narrative, rich with unforgettable scenes: the Iraqi woman crying uncontrollably during a raid on her home; the soldier too
afraid to fight; the troops chain-smoking in a guard tower and counting tracer rounds; the first, fierce firefight against the
"men in black." Drawing comparisons to everything from Charles Bukowski to Catch-22, My War depicts a generation
caught in a complicated and dangerous world--and marks the debut of a raw, remarkable new voice.

Wicca Book of Spells
Do you want to cast a spell on a suitor, banish a ghost, cure a toothache, or harvest protective herbs? If so, this is the book
for you. The Complete Book of Spells, Curses, and Magical Recipes explains how men and women throughout history have
invoked the supernatural for specific uses and provides information about the history of witchcraft, magical recipes, and
occult practices from ancient to modern times. Here is a comprehensive and enlightening guide to the rites, rituals, and
magic of cultures throughout time.

Pure Magic
Ann Moura, the author of the popular Green Witchcraft series, is back with a new, one-of-a-kind spellbook on lunar magic.
This is the only guidebook available that uses Mansions of the Moon correspondences to empower Esbat rituals and
spellwork. The moon goes through twenty-eight distinct "mansions," or sections of the sky, as it travels through the twelve
signs of the zodiac. Each mansion is appropriate for certain types of magic, as described in ceremonial magic books, such
as Agrippa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy or Barrett's The Magus. Now this esoteric information is available to Witches,
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complete with suggested workings for both the waxing and the waning lunar phase in each mansion. Moura provides the
tools, the instruction, and examples of how to utilize the Mansions of the Moon to add depth and potency to your spells and
rituals. More than one hundred workings are presented, including candle spells, charm bags, meditations, magical oils,
talismans, amulets, incense, teas, and much more.

Coin Magic
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively simple idea: Large groups
of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges
across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence, military
history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run
our companies, and think about our world.

The Complete Book of Incense, Oils & Brews
J. Thorp's Complete Book of Demonolatry Magic is back and is the perfect guide to lead beginners in demonolatry style
magic into the basics of respectfully working magic with demons. This book is unchanged from the original except the
cover.

The Ultimate Book of Magic and Witchcraft
A comprehensive book of Wiccan spells to enrich your life Wicca is an ancient practice rooted in multiple magical traditions,
from simple, spiritual practices of folk magic to a reverence for the Goddess of Nature and the Old Gods. The Complete
Book of Spells helps you unlock your power with spell casting and guidance through a wide range of spells, covering all of
life's important touchstones. This book of spells explores the wisdom and workings of the craft with an overview of Wiccan
history and help on prepping your space and yourself for spell casting. Once you've set your intentions, you'll find powerful,
yet easy-to-follow, spells for everyday situations, as well as traditional spells to honor the Wiccan holidays and seasons. The
Complete Book of Spells includes: Well-stocked witch--Discover the essential magical tools and supplies you'll need, as well
as a handy glossary for easy reference. Altar your life--This book of spells helps you master spell casting with guidance on
all stages from cleansing and charging the circle to making an offering to the Gods and Goddesses. Rite magic for you--Find
healing, empowerment, peace, strength, and beyond with more than 100 contemporary and traditional spells. Better your
every day and bring balance to your life with the magic of The Complete Book of Spells.
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The Complete Book of Magic and Witchcraft
Complete with over 50 spells and information on the magickal tools and traditions of witchcraft, The Book of Spells is the
ultimate guide to healing, manifesting your desires, and diving confidently into the mysteries of magick. Calling upon
ancient powers and the ways of the Witch, The Book of Spells contains rituals and visualizations for releasing negativity,
increasing bliss, healing a broken heart, finding your Spirit guides, embarking on the adventure of astral flight, and more.
With the help of timeless myths and fables, as well as author Jamie Della's personal anecdotes, each spell offers
empowering insight to help you uncover your innate Divine essence. This beautifully gilded compendium includes need-toknow information on Sabbats and ancient traditions, Gods and Goddesses, and tools of the Craft such as herbs, crystals,
tarot archetypes, moon phases, and runes. The Book of Spells is the perfect beginner's guide to following the Path,
practicing the Craft, and incorporating magick into your daily life. Advance praise for The Book of Spells “This book opens
the door to a life of magic and inspiration. The most wonderful thing about it is that Jamie actually lives by the book. She’s
the real deal! The Book of Spells is personal, engaging, and empowering. Her information about the Craft is heartfelt, userfriendly, and a treasure trove of witchy wisdom. You’ll love this book whether you are a novice or an expert.
Enjoy!”—Victoria Bearden, nationally renowned astrologer and psychic “What a sweet book this is. Spells and a lot more for
people new to the Craft written by an experienced Witch who practices what she preaches.”—Barbara Ardinger, author of
Goddess Meditations and Finding New Goddesses “Creative, ethical, and respectful of tradition but modern in focus, these
spells are focused on self-healing, rather than forcing your will on others.”—Anna Korn, Adocentyn Research Library “Young
and old alike find a rainbow of solutions in Jamie Della’s self-empowering Book of Spells. Simultaneously bold and inviting,
Della’s unswerving devotion to self-love, self-awareness, and growth shines through on every page of this gem of a soul’s
companion guidebook.”—Tania Pryputniewicz, author of November Butterfly

Mark Wilson's Complete Course in Magic
Harness the power of the moon--spells to invite abundance and achieve balance Luminescent and ever-watchful, the moon
is a powerful source of energy and a conduit for magical abundance, bestowing blessings from the universe to help you
achieve your goals and desires. The Complete Book of Moon Spells provides down-to-earth guidance on the phases,
folklore, and science of the moon, as well as contemporary life-changing moon spells you can perform to cultivate love,
money, health, success, and happiness in your everyday life. Discover a primer on the orbit cycles and phases of the moon,
as well as how moon magic manifests in abundance. Create your lunar atmosphere with advice on various techniques for
casting moon spells in alignment with the moon's phases, including ceremonies to perform and the ingredients you'll need.
Once your intention has been set, watch it manifest with easy-to-follow moon spells, rituals, and potions for love, success,
joy, and peace. The Complete Book of Moon Spells includes: Nighttime rituals--Live in magical abundance with more than 60
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simple-to-do moon spells and potions divided by the 8 lunar phases, including additional considerations to make the most of
each moon spell. Many moons ago--Explore the mysteries of the moon with an overview of the history and modern practice
of moon magic, the effects of each moon phase, and which cycles will yield the abundance you seek. Magical
mind--Whether setting an intention or self-reflecting, The Complete Book of Moon Spells provides space in each section to
imagine, inspect, and inspire you on your magical journey. Embrace lunar power and enrich your life each day with The
Complete Book of Moon Spells.

1001 Spells
Are you in search of the perfect magical name for yourself, your child, your house, pets, or business? Do you need ideas for
what to call your magical tools or coven? Look no further! With the help of this book, you can find or create a meaningful
and powerful name to reflect the true essence of anyone, anyplace, or anything. The Complete Book of Magical Names is
the only compilation of non-biblical names and their meanings in print. Written from a Wiccan perspective, this book lists
nearly 5,000 names (with pronunciations) taken from modern and ancient sources: nature, mythology, history, fantasy,
literature, magical places, and faraway lands. Names are indexed by the characteristics they invoke (from "abundance" to
"wisdom") to make it easy for you to select a name that captures who you are—and who you hope to become. There is
tremendous energy within names. Ancient people understood this and chose their names carefully. Discover how you, too,
can protect, empower, and transform yourself by choosing the magical name that's meant for you.

The Complete Book of Hand Shadows
Compiled from ancient as well as modern sources, this is a unique guide to the practice of witchcraft around the world.
From magic stones and herbs to theories and spells, all the forbidden arts are here for anyone interested in magi c--black,
white, or gray!

The Complete Book of Sex Magic
This book features the greatest minds of magic assembled in one place! Compiled by two of the leading figures in the
magick community, this new hardcover title in Llewellyn's Complete Book series includes more than 650 pages of
fascinating insights into the history and contemporary practice of ritual magick. With contributions from dozens of top
authors, this book brings the practices, theories, and historical understanding of magick into the 21stcentury, including indepth chapters on: Foundations of Western Magick • Qabalah • Demonology & Spirit Evocation • Alchemy • Planetary
Magick • Enochian Magick & Mysticism • The Magick of Abra-Melin • The Golden Dawn • Thelema & Aleister Crowley •
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Polytheistic Ceremonial Magic • Magician's Tables • The Future of Ceremonial Magick

Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft
Offers comprehensive coverage of the history of magic rituals and practices throughout the world, presenting information
on voodoo, ancient Egyptian and Hebrew magic, palm reading, secret symbols, astrology, exorcism and spells to overcome
enemies and obtain wealth

The Complete Book of Moon Spells
Generations of entertainers have amused audiences of children and adults with the art of hand shadows, using only a light
source and their own two hands to form immediately recognizable profiles of people and animals. Lovers of nostalgia and
aspiring hand shadow artists will delight in this facsimile of a 1913 book, which features more than 50 hand shadows. These
quaint illustrations depict many different types of shadows, from swans, rabbits, and other animals to historic figures and
fictional characters. Each hand shadow is accompanied by a description of specific hand positioning and an illustration.
Additional helpful tips include instructions on lighting, projection screens, and hand exercises.

1-2-3 Magic
⭐ Do You Want to Start Practicing Magic? ⭐ Would You Like a Collection of Spells That Can Transform and Enhance Your Life?
Here's How You Can Harness The Power Of Wiccan Spells and Witchcraft To Improve Your Life! Wicca is a religion based
heavily in action, manifestation, and self-empowerment through magic. One of the most important ways that modern
witches work to keep the old traditions alive is through spellcasting. We cast to gain favor from the deities, spirits and
elements. By announcing our intentions to the spirit world, we work to enforce our powers of will, manifest our dreams, and
support the natural balance of the universe. And now, you don't have to settle for complicated books on wiccan spells
anymore. In this easy-to-follow guide for the solitary practitioner you'll find: ✔️ A review of the practical advice offered in the
Wiccan Rede ✔️Simple guides and tips to timing, planning and preparation of spellcasting ✔️ 4 full chapters of spellcasting
guides and incantations to use in your everyday life: cleansing spells, attraction spells, spells to banish bad habits, for
personal growth and empowerment, abundance and gratitude spells, Spells to enhance your self-esteem, for improved
health and much more. What Makes This Guide Stand Out From Other Wiccan Books For Beginners? Within these pages,
you'll find explanations of magical theories and concepts, as well as easy-to-follow instructions that will enable you to build
confidence in your spellcasting abilities. Each of the spell in this book is explained in an easy and accessible manner, with
guidelines for timing, placement, tools, ingredients, and incantations. This Book of Spells will enable you to: Welcome
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Wiccan Spells and Witchcraft Into Your Life And Become A Solitary Practitioner Identify How This Wiccan Book of Spells Will
Help Improve Your Inner Balance Craft Spells That Will Lead You To Personal Growth and Improved Health Capture The
Essence Of The Book Of Shadows And The Witch's Toolbox Absorb The Immense Benefits Of Practicing Witchcraft & Protect
Yourself Against Negative Energy And The Best Part? Unlike other beginner wiccan books, this modern guide to witchcraft
will allow you to start your own adventure through the world of wicca and spells - regardless of your level of experience.
Even if you have zero experience. So, what are you waiting for? Discover now the Secrets of Wicca to start building a life full
of real magical energy! ⭐Click "Buy Now" & Grab Your Copy Of The Complete Book of Spells Today! ⭐

Complete Book of Natural Magick
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Correspondences is a clear, straightforward companion for Pagan and Wiccan ritual and
spellwork. Entries are cross-referenced, indexed, and organized by categories and subcategories, making it easy to find
what you need. This comprehensive reference provides a fascinating look at why correspondences are more than just lists
of objects to focus intent on—they are fundamental to how we think. When we use correspondences, we weave together
our ideas, beliefs, and energy, creating deeper meaning in our rituals and spellwork as we unite our individuality with a
larger purpose. The use of correspondences embodies both physical and symbolic energy and provides the means for
uniting the seen and unseen worlds. Packed with content yet easy to use, Llewellyn's Complete Book of Correspondences
covers traditional correspondences and also provides instruction for forging new ones that hold special meaning for you.
Plants Minerals Animals Deities Zodiac Moon Phases Days and Times Ogham Runes Tarot Elements Numbers Chakras Colors
And More

The Complete Book of Spells, Ceremonies, and Magic
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the first book in a new series set in Chris Colfer's Land of Stories universe, perfect for
both new and longtime fans! When Brystal Evergreen stumbles across a secret section of the library, she discovers a book
that introduces her to a world beyond her imagination and learns the impossible: She is a fairy capable of magic! But in the
oppressive Southern Kingdom, women are forbidden from reading and magic is outlawed, so Brystal is swiftly convicted of
her crimes and sent to the miserable Bootstrap Correctional Facility. But with the help of the mysterious Madame
Weatherberry, Brystal is whisked away and enrolled in an academy of magic! Adventure comes with a price, however, and
when Madame Weatherberry is called away to attend to an important problem she doesn't return. Do Brystal and her
classmates have what it takes to stop a sinister plot that risks the fate of the world, and magic, forever? Fall in love with an
all-new series from Chris Colfer, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Land of Stories, filled with adventure,
imagination, and wonderfully memorable characters both familiar and new. A #1 New York Times bestsellerAn IndieBound
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bestseller A USA Today bestseller A Wall Street Journal bestseller

Llewellyn's Complete Book of Correspondences
Tap into the magic all around you with Witchcraft, an illustrated guide to ancient potions, spells, chants, rituals, and
incantations from around the world. Learn how to form a spirit circle with coven members, what instruments you need for
your craft, special conjurations for each day of the week, and hundreds of crafty spells and potions that will allow you to:
Banish headaches Keep your home safe Envision your future spouse Win riches Communicate with animals Conceive a child
Summon the dead Make it snow Separate lovers Know your future And more! Spells are conveniently organized by purpose:
safekeeping spells, healing spells and potions, spells against enemies, counter-spells, luck and fortune spells, love and
matchmaking spells, weather and earth spells, spells to cast on animals, power spells, and communing with the dead. With
stunning linoleum-cut illustrations by artist Melissa West that bring the magic of the past to life, this comprehensive
compendium is also a delightful page-turner that's full of unexpected treasures. Place it in a sacred place in your
home—and make sure no enemies find it to access its inestimable powers! The Mystical Handbook series from Wellfleet
takes you on a magical journey through the wonderful world of spellcraft and spellcasting. Explore a new practice with each
volume and learn how to incorporate spells, rituals, blessings, and cleansings into your daily routine. These portable
companions feature beautiful foil-detail covers and color-saturated interiors on a premium paper blend. Other titles in the
series include: Love Spells, Moon Magic, Knot Magic, Superstitions, and House Magic.

The Complete Book of Magical Names
For love, for money, for career, for home: this comprehensive compendium contains a creative array of spells for every
conceivable desire, both big (health and healing) and more specific (like selling a house). Twenty different sections, ranging
from fertility and travel to protection and justice, contain 50 spells each culminating in an ultimate spell to end all spells. "

Grimoire for the Green Witch
The Book of Spells
The Clavis or Key to the Magic of Solomon is one of several notebooks from the estate of Ebenezer Sibley, transcribed under
the direction of Frederic Hockley (1808-1885). Sibley was a prominent physician and an influential author, who
complemented his scientific studies with writings on the adeeper truthsa including magic, astrology, alchemy, and
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hypnotherapy. Both Sibley and Hockley were major inspirations in the occult revival of the past two centuries, influencing
A.E. Waite, S.L. Mathers, Aleister Crowley, as well as the Golden Dawn, Rosicrucian, and Masonic movements. This
collection reflects Sibleyas teachings on the practical use of celestial influences and harmonies. The Clavis contains clear
and systematic instructions for constructing magical tools and pentacles for many practical purposes. It includes eight
separate magical texts: The Mysterious Ring, Experiments of the Spirits, Birto, Vassago, Agares, Bealpharos, The Wheel of
Wisdom, and the Complete Book of Magic Science. The manuscript reproduced here is the most accurate and complete
known, very beautifully and carefully written complete with extraordinary hand-colored seals and colored handwritten text.
282 color pages with a color fold-out and a huge idex.

The Clavis Or Key to the Magic of Solomon
Suitable for those who have ever wondered what a little positive magic might do in their life, this British guide to practical
spells targets life-enhancing, motivational and personal development magick. Presented with the rituals and rites to
perform, it includes: happiness spells, healing spells, success and protective spells; and love spells.

The Complete Book of Amulets & Talismans
Amaze and amuse friends and family with these hundreds of tricks, all presented by a master magician. Ranging from
basics for beginners to more sophisticated illusions, this magical compendium covers everything from sleight of hand with
ropes, ribbons, and strings to mind-boggling adventures in mind-reading. Most require little or no equipment--just minor
props and a little preparation. And more than 350 detailed line drawings provide a close-up view of every move you need to
make. Perform some quick switches with coins and dollar bills. Stun everyone by predicting what the highest bid will be on
a gift package you've auctioned off. Tie an "impossible knot." It's loads of fun for you and your audience.

Wicca Book of Spells
Examine the infinite variety of charms and fetishes found in every civilization, from the distant past to the present. Learn
the entire history of these tools, their geography, how they are part of each man and woman's search for connection with
spiritual forces, and how to make and use them. Loaded with hundreds of illustrations, this is the ultimate reference guide.

The Complete Book of Devils and Demons
A guide to spellcasting provides an introduction to the practice of magic along with a variety of spells for use in everyday
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life situations, including spells for protection, love, fertility, money, and luck.

Magic
Have some extra change rattling around in your pocket? Need a new party trick? Coin Magic: The Complete Book of Coin
Tricks is your go-to reference for astonishing any audience—friends, family, people on the street, or even strangers sitting
in a theater seat seeing your first public performance. Everyone will be amazed by your ability to captivate and charm.
Originally published in the 1930s, this highly acclaimed coin magic book from master of manipulation Jean Hugard is still a
leading authority today for magicians everywhere. Whether you’re an active professional magician looking to add to your
repertoire or just someone learning tricks for fun, this classic book is a comprehensive collection of coin magic—with more
than one hundred tips and tricks to help you master the craft of illusion and sleight of hand. Additionally, this book includes
dozens of illustrations to guide readers through tricks, making them much easier for them to grasp visually. Included with
this edition is a brand new foreword written by award-winning coin magician and expert on twentieth-century coin magic
technique David Roth, making this edition of Coin Magic the quintessential authority on the subject.

The Complete Book of Spells
"Finally, a book that brings the art of magic into the 21st century!"—Rick Merrill, 2006 World Champion of Magic "Every 10
or 20 years a book comes along that introduces a whole new generation to the art and craft of magic. This is it!"—Stan
Allen, Editor-in-Chief of Magic Magazine The Book: A book of powerful secrets. How to master the art of direction. Perfect
the Sid Lorraine force, essential to card tricks. Harness PATEO to read minds. Learn skills like the false transfer, palm
switch, big-action-covers-the-small-action, and more. Above all, how to create an emotional hook so that, in the fleeting
moment when an effect occurs, magic truly happens, revealing the world to be a place of boundless wonder. Dazzle your
friends. Impress a date like never before. Confound your kids, or better yet, confound your parents. Magic shows you how to
master over 100 effects that are simple to learn and guaranteed to astonish. The DVD: Included with Magic is an
entertaining 132-minute DVD featuring 35 effects performed and taught in great detail, with particular emphasis on rhythm
and action and the nuances of timing and direction. The author: Joshua Jay was crowned champion at the World Magic
Seminar in 1998, when he was still a teenager. He's performed and lectured in over 50 countries, is a headliner at the Magic
Castle in Hollywood, and writes a monthly column in MAGIC, the leading magazine for magicians. His website is
www.joshuajay.com.
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Cassandra Eason is a practising witch and qualified psychologist. In this book, she focuses on the use of magick from the
world of nature. The magic and spells in this book are drawn from a variety of cultures and Cassandra introduces everything
in the light of its practical application.
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